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Introd uction

It is apparent that schools and colleges of education are no longer the

single or even -central knowledge .production and utilikation (1KPU) agency in.

education. Although millions, of dollars are channeled each year into colleges

and universities for the purpose of accomplishing educational research and

development, there are other agencies and private organizations competing far,

the same funds. Other agencies include, but are not limited to, teacher cen-

ters , school' districts, state departments of education, federal labs and develop-

ment centers , and private for-profit and non-profit -educational consulting and

development corporations. The competition for/limited funds hds1 been fierce.

and the sharp loss of confidence in university-based researchers's ability to

answer the pressing prbblems of practitioners in the public schools has not .

aided in balancing' that competition.

Nevertheless , schools of education represent a major resource for research

and development and other knowledge-generation and knc :edge-utili acti-

vities

cti-

vities (Glark , 1977) . Personnel , fiinds and facilities exist which are capable of

being deployed for what is a high priority on most larger campuses - the

research function. In support of research mission, a dean of education may

choose from among many strategigs. One of those strategies might be to sup-

port the "idiographic producer ", the lone researcher who. works and writes

essentially without the collaborative help of colleagues. Another strategy is
7

often to create sheltered unit, or bureau, that has as its main .function one

or more aspetts 9f KPU.

13treaUs' have generally not been viewed by federal policymakers as having

a high potential for research and dexelopment (NIE, 1975) , although there has

been controversy over them from the early 60's (Sieber 'and Lazarsfeld , 19

Gleba; 1964, 1965; Puffer, 1967; Stockton, 1970) . On the other hand conside

able evidencd exists that education deans see them as viable tactic'? structures
j
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to protect, + -augment or enhanCe research and development pro'duct'ivity (Clark

and Guba, 1977). Since bureaus are part of the tactical repertoire available to

deans, and one Which is both utilized and contemplated today, it is important to

know what organizational arrangements have contributed most to efficiency and

effectiveness in research produttivity. Such knowledge is useful both to admin-
1

istrators within universities, in and out, of the education unit', and to Federal

planners responsible for projecting and funding education research and develop

ment programs. Therefore, three primary objectives guided -the study: (alto
describe university-based bureaus of research and KP!J; (b) to describe the

organizational contexts of such units; and; (c) to project the pbtential of such

units for the likely near future.

Background and Theoretical Perspectives

The literature iii education provides a /ich body of research and commen-.

tary on the functioning of bureaus. the potential (Sieber and Lazarsfeld,

1.966; Puffer, 1967; Rossi,. 19,26) .aitel the Problems (Guba, 1964; 6-5: Stockton,

',,1972; Corwin, 1973) are explicated in ,painfUl detail, but blueprints for maximiz-

ing. effectiveness and minimizing problems have not been forthcoming. The
. .

.

controversy over the utility of such units has not diminished with tune. Both

(1976) ,and Hull (1 6) refer to examples which buttress the organizational

theory on sheltered unit hich are cre.atd in industrial and governmental

settings to protect and defend precarious values. Such units in industry and

government are Amost always the subject of controversy, mistrust or distrust

and/or overt hostility firm the organization at large (Shibutani, 1955; Selznick,

1957;- Goode, ,1958; told, 1979). Both the sociological literature and the

Organizational theory Myr ure, hoWever, support the. contention th t. certain

kinds of ."elitist" value ,which are aften.precapie in the context of the larger

org'anization, must be efended and protected whenever possible.

( b



Selznick, in his studies of the Tennessee Valley Authority and in subse-

quent work on administration (1949;41970), discussed the role of sheltered units
%-

and their function. Basically, these units defend whatever values that may be

necessary but threatened within an organization. In schools of education for

instance, bureaus often are postulated to guard the value of research in the

face of current opposition (such as the press for service). Selznick's theory of

elite autonomy captured the distrust and di'sdain held by the self-styled work-
(

horses of an academic institution- toward researchers. In addition, the sociolol
1.

gical literature on sub-cultures, even though it hap been addrpssed primarily to

deviance, delinquency and marginal gi uup member% ip, priOvides understanding

of academic and professional group membership (Arnold, 1970; 'Goods, 1957;

Katz, 1958; Shibutani, 1955) by focussing on membership of various power
1

groupings within universities and other professional groups (i,s, psycholo-
./

gists,' psy hiattists, etc. ).

Thomp on ( 67) identified an ancillary problem for organizations that

.handle "unique or ustom tasks" such as universities. Their internal groupings

assume different configurations 1 to perforro one or more' specialized functions.

For example, faculty members are organized into departments for housekeeping
.

.. tasks like budget allocations and professional specialities. But they are allo-

cated into other groupings for other tasks, such as inter-ciisciplinarY research

teams,- committee

grouping faculty

work and doctoral committee advisement. The concept of

or specialized work 7 especially. in the face of funding pres-

stwe for team-oriented research a proaches is compelling.

Learned and Sproat (1966) nceived organizations as

Human response to the groupings,work environment and associated taNks.

Jo
composed both of the

tasks and environthents can often re e both conflie\t in custom-task organiza-

tions and differential status des' at'ons attached to various tasks. Thus,
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some tasks acquire higher status than others. Furthermore, those workers

within an organization who perform "elite" or specialized tasks often share in

greater rewards within the organizations. Research is one function in schools
,

of education for which high- performance is almost always rewarded. Those who

perform well at other kinds of tasks (e.g . , teaching or field service).will almost

surely be commended for those tasks, but institutional rewards and prestige
e

accrue to those who do research. Accordingly the insultation of high- reward

tasks into special units has great potential for conflict. It w therefore impor-

tant to know whether the potential of such units was great enough to justify

their creation or contintiation; whether there Xere or are contextual factors

which proinote or constrict achievement of R & D missions; whether the profes

sional culture supports or constrains the unit; or whether other strategies for
A

supporting this mission might prove more fruitful.
4(

. At present, the organizational an sociological literature delineates the,
structure an function of sheltered unitis in ,industrial and military, but/ not/

)educational, settings. However, neith r a general theoretical description of

bureaus nor explanation exists for the organizational featureitherent in educe-
4,

tion units that enhance or inhibit mission achievement (c,(:.4, 1973; Giaba and
.

Glark, 1975; Clark and Guba, 1977).

Compounding the conceptual drought is a failure in metlibdology., Variois
,4\

means of testing assumptioniond hypotheses' about organizational 'contexts and

bureaus have not proven particularly useful. First, the inyeestigations illumi-

nate neither the range of external nob internal factors impinging on effective-

ness. Second, the studies generally have not ided edue!tion administrators to

plan for better R & D utility and optimal attainment. ,
06%The present study. uws designed specifically to employ contemporary organi-

zational theori and case stud aggregatiop methods on the problems of shel-

tered units or bureaus wi in educationgl. institu ns. Traditionaliy, bureaus



have been studied either with case similes or with single in-kpth observation

forms. The results ate isolated case studies and other historical . evidence

lacking theoretical igt naralizations. Therefor studies df such units have been

severely constrained by the absence of a methodology that permits comparison

of documentary, analytic and historical evidence. A method does exist, how -

ever, that possesse-s at 'least moderate, usefulness for comparative analysis and.

subsequent theory development.

1 Case Study Aggregation Method

William Lucas (1974a; b) proposed a methodology that makes possible
comparison of formerly non-comparable case studies. The case study aggrega-

tion method is partitularly useful because it allows the aggregation of studies

that are usually "non-random, diverse and qualitatively Aneven." Moreover ,'

this is accomplished in such a manner. t at new insights may be drawnrom

existing research not intended for the new purposes (Lucas, 1974)7i ".

already

JI

Lucas descri

the
tify what
what if is dve
appropriate , for

ed the methodology, a follows:
/-

rvey method... [draws] research together to iden-
already "know ," what it' is we do not know, and
pet... the case survey approach is particularly

th r view and summation of, case experiences, an .

important type o policy research literature. Case studies of local
programs and agencies' are valuable, because they are a major compo,- --k r

nent of many policy research literatures, they are rich in information,
and insight; and there, are -so .many of thee. Millions. of dollars. are
spent ea h ye?i' on modest evaluations and reports on the activities of
local pro ects. Ye they are found scattered and isolated in 'govern-
ment orts , cons ltant evaluation6 and/academic ,publications that
neith r

.
addres pot' ebtft findings of earlier case studies. The case 7)

su ve method was developed as a means of bringing diverse case
s les together . under a common conceptual frarhew k so that the
finding Will be cumulative. , 4-\
In appl, in the method, first stelis to determir whpt the pher menOnt

under investig4ion is. In this case, it was bure us, centers or tut.4s

d voted to a variety of knowledge prpduction or utilization unctions, :and

I

I
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located with4n educe on units. ligt of ,the phenomenon's outcomes and their

possible determinants are organized under a broad set of conceptual and theore-

Vcal rubrics.. In this study, the rubrics were drawn both from previoits bureau

studies and from organizational .theory and research literature. A set okipro-
.

positions and counter7propositions were derived about the nature of the organi-

zational climate and its function. t was these propositions and their inverses

which were to be. testetl. For- efCample, two propositions 'arid their counter-

. prepositiOns were:
g

1. Research is a faculty pri-
ority, and wh n allowed to
choose , faLult membert over-
whelming, will hoose research
over teaching (Sieber and
Lazarsfeld, 1966).

2. Reseatch .bureaus sho
not and must not turn aw
from
or ex
ment"

y
esearch and do ser ice,
erience ' al displace-

.

A) second step in the inquiry was

1. Teaching, not research, is
a faculty priority , in all
classes of i itutions except

.plivate, doc oral-level,
.

research-ori nted institutions
Mark and Guba , 19i7).

2. There is always tendenc
for organizations of a non-
profit nature: to-turn a ay,

ally, from th
or V) suffe
ent" (Bereson

4), ) `i

least par
original go
"goal displace
and Steiner,

to generate a list of highly structured

scions and answers, about. the outcomes of interest hich could then be used

with 'each ease Study: Those questions'-and answers i form ail, analytic checklis

The possible answers o each of the' questions are deli;i4ated in such a way

each

suestion.

r of the case stud can make the most appropriate response to4the

n addition, each e,stion allowed the reader to indicate whether the

case study contained no information on that question, and provided for a confi-

dehce level rating of his response. The confidence- level rating indicted the

der's certainty that the answer provided was accurate. Additionally, it

wed the analyst to examine further those responses of krigh certainty.

The next step included identifying the universe of buteaus and identifying.
from among, those the units` with ,documentary evisience on their organizations.

# .



Ideally, the4niver6e.c ,lught b include .111 units although the number of bureau
. , : 4

directors io reported ,no, such evidence e isted- ran to 20% of all units identi-

fied..fled.. Data for.. his study were case studies, bureau histories, annual ,reports ,
. \ ,5 , .

; budget *and Personril requests and accreditation, studies solicited from deanS
. .

and director of such units. SCDEs identified as having such a unit, or plan-
.

ning to create one, were identified in the RI E Project Study (Clay, and Guba,

1977). , Ten case studies- existed. in projec *files prior to ,the solicitatio . A

total of 93 'additional requests were made, for bureau documents' to deans
.-,

. .

bureau clirec Responses were received from 67 (72%) administrators, but -

.19 (20%) d no documents and 14 (95%) stated such reports w re confidential.
J.

A total of 34 (37%) returned documents. these, 14 (1615) were completet
and Asabl This 14 and tile 10 origin I studies or, a OtO of 24 compried ('

..

,

the sample. (-;
Of the .--total returned, thel-e were 16 (16%) that

methodologica11' inadequate.- ,What is, the documents Were poorly written, on-.
sisted only of a bro ur for. client use"; or failed to deal with one

the .fiv outcomes of inter t the resea=124, outcomes of intereA ere,

genor al term : a) go-- .4.g and mission'S of bur aus; processes or un tion§,;

were either. techhica or

c) activities ani roles of faculty; CI) unit integration (Jgith remain'der, of educa-'
g

tion unit); and e) worker motivation, perceptions nd rewardS.

As might .be expected), _those case studies solicited were largely ( 5%)' from

doctoral-level institutions. It is exactly that sort i stitution Nthichirovides

that climate which most often favors) values and .rew .research produ tivity

It is also' most Often the larger doctoital-level institutions which have dreates
,

. flexibility 'in deploying resources into such units, and ,which i8 most .likely to

eithli have bureaus in existence already or to be contemp aiine the creation of

c\ie.

FO.



The case, :studies utilized for this study fairly obviously did not comprise

the universe' of such studies. nevertheless, from fairly recent research (Clark

. and Guba, 1g77) on what institutions ty13,ically have bureau's', want them or plan

V

have been dra6tically altered 'within the last half-decade

.nology` and undefstandings of KUP activities- have change

ticationioconcerning the variety and scope

.
to create them; 4t was inferred that the 24 cases utilized ,1, ere a fairly repre-

sentative 'sample .

In the seych for case studies from the
1

probable' universe, !decision, rules
,

were.generated which guided both the search and sampling' procedures. Choice
1 4 i

e,
of. case studies, sampling , parameters, and problems- of bias; as well as decisions

not to incKde and reasons.. for exclusion, must be made eX'plicity by a set of

decision rules which serve two purpos On' the one hand; ,they make explicit

to the checklist readers and 'analysts the idelines and definitions which fitruc-
`

the audknce criteria forture the study . 'bn the other hand, they clarify to
. ',.:. ......,t

decisions to aggregate, include arid exclude.
Nsion, particularly, examples of methodological

.._.) . i
be inclUded .

Methodology,

to became

dity of the case

0`

Bias end. Reliability.

"noisy" , It

Where decision rules treat exc
os'

or technical inadequacy o

Probbims arose in th

when _questions_ arose abo

stucfie themselves . Noise in the d t

biasin /problems, t5rtned timing bias and balance bias.

f timing bias rela

In Over half of th

The prp.

were prepared,

ptarerior to 19710,...rWs a res
3

reported condit s both inter

111

when 6rtailk

accuracy or vali-

tri,buted to two

ecl to -the' year in which the documents

es,- the case study mpterials were pre --

of the age o f the studies, it is likely they,,

al and external to the bureau and SCDE which

more. Both termi
4I

and levels of sophis-

ugh m issions ':ve been broadened



`1
...,

I

--afid deepened. The future of edUcationdl KUP
i
in 1%9-70 may triot look like the.

. ,-.'.

immediate pasta of 1978. (

13alance bias posed anther difficulty, 'th respect tck --)demographic data ,5 '
..

the, reports were assumed' to be fairly reliable. The numbers of. staff, gragruate
N.

r,

,.- ,

assistants, refereed papers, and presentations, a the level of current and
.

projected fiscal resources we're easily verifiable on an/internal basis. Thos'

_data, however, which 'might be termed "perceptual" were deemed more subject
<,

to manipulation for politir.61 purposes. The case studies themselves were often

prepared internally, addressed to certain constituents and designed. to serve. a .
...rvariety of paverful and sophisticated purposes, such as ,accre itation and

budget s,,eqiests. For that reason, stro 'hg positive projective 'bi stirly in-
,

. .-1

elahoer ed . (Lincoln % 1977) .

Those' data more amenable to bias -probably tended to lead to occasionally
1

e
1,

rroneouls conclusions, i:e. , to inclusions contrary to fact. Lucas has t.ig-
t

gested two .Possibiliiies for: determininqi reliability in instances such as this.
.

The first is to use thee frequent duplication available in the literature and to

complete cheCklists o o different- observer's- reports (two case studies avail-

able on the' -same bureau); Wherwo existed;_this was done. The agreement

.betweerl, checklist al. th

reader reliability" (Luc

A second way to determine

II
.

a measure of e combined observeand

observer (case study writer) reliability was to

perform afield checks. -By, gathering field observations from those who were
o

part of the original program or uni , using the same) checklist questions employed

by the readers, sqarate the lists can be completed ,fOr each program or

,4 'bureau. This form of reliabil y check provides useful dai.a on the "possible
r

biasf' (Lu as, 1974b).

.v /
1Since current observations are fresher t
tion ofe. sen events from those past,
be o ed: i

1ir

4

n memories of times past, the separa,
importancemodest reliability may

i2



.
The.-:pirtiaular _study was constraine1 d by an inability to

, T
'collar..t.L,061.8.ta in the

. ... 4 't
field. in this case, a relatively .simple but iport ant.ada.ptation was utilized.

a4 V A ' 1 i
i Tf'e \ ptesent study grtiis out of the farger ongoing RITE study (Clark and,

. ..
,pr'ese'nt

0.4.--
. ' Giba, -197.411977), 'whial i..1generateti considerable 'inforliiation ancillary\to the0.--

..centfal thrupt of that study,".but -dFtral to the 'olitcbme of, intercstkih; the
,J.- . .4, , I, 0

, ''

- ,: .
present' in q Ui r.^y.2t : .

..

.."":' '1 :'1 1 . .
.., 1

V ' ',- lip-dhan,_ itlbecarne evident that somewhat older projections and predietiong did
.

... ,,...-. .. ,

,.not- exhibit con-grue;2te with contemporary states-of-affairs , or when currenti . .,

.., . k.. "
._ research-"conA travpried less-

-

recent- case studieS,' evide ce .was subjected to the
. .

./'
-. . ,..

s' 4"
"curren-t realities" test. Thst is, data that Ver generated-by the case stultes

l t
.

were compared to newer research as a means of establishing bserver elia'-
i.

batty, and testing for positive \projective bias.- In some instances, of ourse,

case .studies writers were not to be faulted for their generous and optimistic

future projections. In other instances, however, case study writer (observer)

projections were overly optimistic given the near, clear future. That slightly

positive bias, especially with respect to institutional levels of .support, discr\

tionary -funding, and proposed progra

equivalent of field reliability checks.

eis

atic 'thrusts, was accounted for by the

Analysis of Data

Three" readers were chosen, all of whom have had either twc '? experience

in educational administration or direct experience in bureaus and research

units. The readers resEiewed with the analyst the purpose of the study, the

method, decision rules and all definitions of concepts for two days. At that

point, each of the three readers completed three sample case study checklists

for the analyst had already ascertained the "correct" or most likely

2Funds available for travel were severely limited:



answers (the' analyst,' as prindtpal investigator, was -3presurrted to be sufficiently

expert 4o provide the, criterion estimate)ate). The p;rcents of agreeme is provided
C

en estimate of Interreader reliability .
, .

A 3.34 percent agreement (or 22 of '67 questions) , either betiAT en readers \or-
-d's

between individUal .readers and the analyst, mightN5e 'expected, s lgly by chance

- since- each item had at leaft three possible response catego ies. Standard

deviation at the'.05 percent level' of tbn f id en c e w '`(1.96) (3,8) = +7.56. The

22-1/3 * 7.5 29.98 ques-e?cpected chance agreement would -then not exceed

bons. Oonverted to percent, this number of 'items was 44.6%. Thus, agree-

nient on 44.6 percent of the items would be expected by chan or fewer than

one time in twenty.

In actuality, percents of Vagreement both among the r eade and between

readers and analyst were far above the chance level. Between readers A and

B, the percent; of agreement was 72; between readers B and C, the percent of
- , .

. .

agreement was 89; and- between A and G, the -percent of agreement was 71.

Between the analyst and readers A, B, and C, the,percents of agreement were

69, 76, and 91, respectively . The high level of agreement between the sanalyst

and reader C was thought to be attributable both to increasing sophistication of .

training the' readers and
_
to the sophistication' of reader C, moo, is currently

employed ill' a bureau setting. Familiarity with both the contemporary 'bureau

setting and with organizational contexts appeared to reduce error and raise

reader reliability greatly. All percents of agreement, which represent reader

reliability, were well beyond the realm of chance (Lincoln, 1977).

For this study, all readers completed checklists on all case studies,

althbugh if the universe II studies is large, that need not be necessary if

reader reliability is well established. Once all checklists were completed, discre,

pancies were adjudicated ,by the analyst/and responses scored.

I4
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Confidence Ratings.,
4-

r Each question on' the , analytic checklist had a confide rating scale.
-

(Likert-type) on which the reader/analyst Courd.,indicate .his level of assurance
CD

that the case 'study addressed othe question tipambiguously.:,T:hus,.
:.

the cohfi-

dence rating could be used -to _assess Whether responses tb individual questions

were based on clear -statemen s statements)tor which there might be multiple or

ambiguous. meanings, or ,simp inferen These, ratings in effect assign a

Confidence level ratings exhib4d'!certainty" level to reader/analyst answers.

jiigh levels of congruence' across readers.. In other words, when caste studies

were explicit; readers Were unifortnly confident; when z.cas'es were ambiguous or

Unclear, it was obvious to all ,readers. The cothplete set of propositions and

counterpropositions generated.' follows. Beside each is indicated in summary

fashion whettren.the prbposition or its counter was suppOrted. All propositions

(liatea as ua's") are tdraWn out as diSembedded assumptions frOm Sieber a

Lazarsfeld (1964).

15
ti
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Propositions and Counter-Propositions
Proposition
Supported

. Proposition
, Not Supported

Insufficient
Information

.

I,. a. Research productivity is a
shared *value in SCDES, enjoying
s'mpathy and support in all its
Imanifestations. by- most faculty.

.
,

:

,

. X

,

.

_

l .

b. Resdarth is a tenuous or
"precarious" social value, which

N must-at least Ape protected by
elites (poups with'n the
or respo sible .for
protection _of soci values);
at worst, special safeguards
Must be created to defcnci- the
value (and its protectol-s) from
ptrong groups with similar' 1

responsibilities who might attack
it. (Selznick, 1949) r

,

,

.

,

.

4i4A

k

1

II.
., s

at Research is a faculty priority,
and when allowed to choose ,

, , faculty members overwhelmingly
will choose, research over teaching .

-
.

p I
X

,

,-.
-

b. Teaching, not research,' is a :s,1
faculty priority. (in all but 2A
institutions). (No "released
time" for teaching, only 'for
research.) (RITE,- 1976)

,...,

l d \

I
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Propositions Cont. ,

.

A

Proposition
Supported

Proposition
ot Supported

Insufficient
Informalicip

III.
!k.

a. Bureaus are, and can corjinue
to be, sheltered workshopA, i'l
housing intellectual east(., , ,

;

... .

.

.

. . e
,

b. i4 i 1 r e a u s may not be able, in
the face orexternai and internal
pressures, to .enjoy the status of
protected', unity i.e. ,;; fiscally
protected, protected in terms of
the reward system, 41itiotected
from the hostility of extra-bureau
faculty. (Guba, 1965) _

.

X

,

,

i.
.

.
, .

t

,i
.,

.
.

,

.
e-

.-

li'

...

,-

-4-

.,

IV. a. University-based research
organizations grow out of the. '

needs of' researchers to increase
their own opportunities for
serious -scholarship.

,

,
t

X

'

.

,

e,

,,,

,

b. Since serious'scholars,
especially those Oho are able to
garner external funding on their
own, are reluctant to affiliate
with bureaus, which they per-
ceive as draining off resources
from research monies, i.e. , over-
head expense, etc. (Campbell
Report, 1975), bureaus are likely

.to be set ,up for other 'kinds of
reasons and by other. agents
than groups of scholars, e.g.,
bureaus as "hol ing companies,"
bureaus to fill timulation and
behavior-modeli g roles, -bureaus
to shelter anclrydefend "precarious
values," such as research and so
forth. (Clark & Guba, 1975,

Selznick, 1970) .
.

.

.t.

ii.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

f

-

.

.

.?

,

...

,
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Propose Cont.- .
/ -

. .

Propositiort
Supporttd

.

---\

,

-- 1\ -
i

,

t Proposition
Not Supported...

, .

..,-

? .- .X ,
a - , ,%.

,
Insufficient

, .,
Information

.

.

,,. . \ c

V. a. Facility &Ding exc/u.sively or
primarily research'will enjoy the
support and encouragement of
their non-bureau.colleaguesyare.
not kngaged primarily' in who
Teizarch. .. ,.. .

..
7- ,,.. . .

b.-- Faculty wilo engage ex'clu-t,
y pr eve only primarily in

c...tg, rch Twill not alWays enjoy
ittCsupport or encouragement;
their colleagues". (Guba, 1964)

.

.

. x
. ,.

.

.

0
,4

VI. a. When a researchei- is only a
part-time researcher and"\a,
pars: -time teacher, research arid
teaching are both compromided.

e'
.

if

.

.

.

. Neither research nor teaching
are necessarily compromiseb

''Jr, when a faculty member engages
in both. , ,

- c , .

X
,

.

.
.

VII. a. `An organization's "true com-
0 mi ants" (the demands 4idt. are

plac d upon it irSernally and
externally) are unchanging:

,
,

%

* -,,
X

.

'

,

.

r.-----.

b. An organization's "true -com-
mitments" are not unchanging.
(Selznick, p. 73)

.

._

X

.
. 1,
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Propositions Cont. Proposition
Supported

Proposition
Not Supported

Insufficient
. Information

VIII. a. Research bureaus should not
and must not turn away from
research to do service. (S)

A

: X

b. There is a tendency for
.organization (of a non-profit

character to turn away, at
least parti y, from their ori---

' ginal go g, or to suffer "goal
'.displace ent." (Berelson &
Steiner, 1964).

,

.?" , ,

.

.
,

1

X

_I.e.

,

1

.

. DO( a. Service interferes with
. research. .

. .

. ,

,

b. Service may not necessarily
(

interfere with research. The
relationship,' at best, is unclear.

)

X '
_,--)4_,I,_

.

' X. a.i Team, especially interdisci-
plinary research, is betty than
netearch- done by single
individuals.

,

, .

X .

.

b.- Team-type research is not
necess ily better than research
done b the lone researcher. , X

r
, '

'6

,
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a

4'

. .

Propositioris gait, l'toposi on
Supports

1
Proposition

Not SUpptrrted

.

Insufficient i

Information

XI.
.

a. Faculty can be persuaded
\to do team-mode types /of '

research even though profes-
ion encouragesional socialization

and rewards the "ion
reSeariCher!!. (S) _ ..

,

,

,

.

.

/'

.

4 % .

...
"= -

b . ,Unress specifically. iced. for
that function, acuity will not ..

engage in .tearn-thode, research
if it endangers their 'standing
or advancement withii the
reward system. (The mote,/
closely the member holds to he
organization'S professed malues ,

the° more likelf "he is to Die
promoted within the organi-
zatiori. ) (Berelson & Steiner ,

1964).

'
.

-

X

.... '

. 4
, .,,;

-I

,,.

.

L..

.

.

,
.,

....

.

...

. 7

..

:.'XII; a::,,The reward sys s of uni-
versities are, or will.Lbe, . ..

aocomodating of multple rpoce
:of research (i.e: , teamwork
mod s). . ,

,-

,
.,.

,,
,, ,-

""'

,

i
, rr',,,.:

`'

74 e

At .' --?.-----.
.,

I \
,

,
/7 X 1

-

nmultiply-focu

_
b. R Ward systems of univer-
sities are, by and large,, not

ed, but 'single-
focused,. rewa ding the lone .ft,
researcher. C.-)

,i

.

4
1

.

.

J

4._ ,

4. .

X

), .1%

) 4

XIII.
.

s

.

a.. The asp rationst of .cidans for
additional ull:tithe research
faculty h ve validity in the, ,re'l .

world. ,

X

'.

'

. %7'- . _

b ..,',,:rhe '.4ipirationszof deans
with. reset to hiring ifulltime
researchers does not have
validity in the real, wcIrld.

X

, .

.

.

.
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' N . \
PropositiOnS Cont. `\ 'Proposition

Supported
Pro on

Not S pported
ffi

. .,I.Reelent
Information

XIV. a. When deans' expreSs a desire
for more research faculty, they
knwil'what they want and under-'
stan )11y what the costs are..

i

, ,.

,

.

.

,

.

, 4It, 'n ''' I:! .---; 4 s do not know what
,

want; they do ,pot fully
nderstand the costs, either

netOnomi, or ,psyc -so'cial, of _.
having full-time re archers in.
their units. ,,

,

s.

-

,

,

l

, ,
,

.

., '

4 .
V.V. a. Faculty will support the "' r

Aaspirations of flans in i ing
educational researchers .

X

,
.

pr -Faculty will not support the
a2bpiratio s of deans in hiring

jeductition 1 researchers. .

.
f

.

(
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Conclusions .ifid Disc
. b

A Description of Univerlity - based Bureaus.

calthose mythical. Midwestern

these days have between .2 and 4 persons

than 'half ooperate with _only oik graduate

,6

ssion

/9

The days pf what one person

bureaus" oare largely over: M

FTE', including clerical

assistant if they have

ost bureaus

help. rMore

any at 0/0*. -

They . are almost Without exception multi-process units although they May

have a programmatic substantive focus (e.g . Center for Urban School Studies).
.

They often engage, stated, in multiple processes, such as research, develop-.

ment and evaluation, or dissemination, adoption and field sArviCe, or research

and field service.

Most of the units created within the -last eight to ten years have been

created on an a hob basis. That is they respond to immediate perceived

needs or new thin s in the field (e.g. , the Center or Ecological Education,

the Institute for Mora Education). They often have r,ly small facilities, and

the major resources ' committed to the operation are tsi.ially in the form of one

parttime clerical assistant, one graduate assistant, and one fulltime Jac'qlty line.

A number of the newer bureaus are required to justify their exist ce on

an annual basis. To the extent that they are unable to capture outside funding

(from any of a variety of sources), and thUs may not be able' to .0 w.
s.usta n all or

a portion of their operation, they are allowe to wither away!

Most, although not all, of these units r ide in institutions which give the

doctoral degree in education-1 About half of the sample included former

"teachers" college" universities, which are moving increasingly toward expanded

definitions of faculty roles (to include research, development, and the like).

Well over half of the units,
- had as one of their main functions the coordina-

tion, facilitation, or technical advising to research and developinent projects.

These functions were to be extended, by common understanding, to any faculty,
4
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memberirito might need the 'servi , wh

the Bureau.

Many of these *u?it are Unde oing miss n redqinition or extension
sP

their former rol*s. They are moving 4taore heavily into service functions,

f. toward extended k owledge utilization fUnctions (i.e. , installation, adoption, .

school Planting, change agentry,, linking functiOns and the like), and toward

more ad hoc activities (i..e. , wiirkshops , school evaluations, on-site in-service

education, etc. ). They) are attempting to respond, however weakly, to the

20

`C.

ther or not s/he might7tre assigned to
rt.

pressin4 needs of public schoctl personnel.

The Organizational Cpntexts'.' The first of four major propositions was that

significant potential opportunity exists for the bureau to be perceived with

envy and distrust Or as deviant fro the normal organization pattern of the

school of education. hevertheless , evidence df such perception was notably

absent. For instance, only three units reported any extra,-bureau hostility to

1. their operation, and more than half (17 of 24) reported or implied fairly cordial

relationships between the bureau and the fest of the School of :education

(several also did not report any inforMation on this variable). Those units

will' described as one of their mission areas the facilitation of non-bureau

member research or developmerit activities eportefl both the largest incidence of

non -member affiliation for such activity and the most cordial relationships with

the rest of the school or collet of education. But a number also reported

some difficulty in securing faculty to work'on bureau projects (9 of 24) . Some

evidence also exists, however, to suggest that the value of such units is not

widely appreciated , nor are the values .they embody widely shared within the

larger unit.

23
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. 0, .

Although it is suggested that th'e IT ren song" of service may on occasion:
4

Nt:interfere with e \research functiOn (Cuba, 1965; Sieber and Lazarsfeld(\ 1966),

21 (

there was no evidence That most

resources in fulfilling this, mission%

bureaus endured psc,essive drain on their
o V ..." .1 ,

The ease diu'dy writers occasionally indicate

that service, dgmands 'are high (five cases), that such /demands are increasing
'4

(six cases)4 and that reque§ts for kinds of service are occasibnally -turned

down (fivipo'cases) either for lack of time or for lack of personnal. t tin no

cases did wrirters of the case sfudies, indicate that serViee interfered with, or

impinged upon, time for research. In only two cases did case 'stu

commit that service demands dtained, personnel away fro researc

The professional schbol c4llture that socializes new professionals to the

writers rrTh

"lone researcher" mode Kas not changed over the past 20 years (Sieber and

Lagarsfeld, 1966; Stockton, 1975). 'Thus newer programs of funded research,

which call for intra- and inter-disciplinary/ programmatic, intensive team

approaches are still neither comfortable nor stable approac?es in ;most institu-

tions over the long term. Further, scant evidence exists that the training and
..---

socialiiation of graduate students , either to newer approaches or to new. and

emerging roles, has increased significantly. In only two case studies did

writers indica e that 'graduate students assumed major responAibilities for pa-a-,

jeqts under aken by the bureau. In all other units which hired graduate assiS- .

twit help, thode students were' assigned at best minor apprenticeship roles and

at worst; clerical duties related to projects .

r.
The Potential of Such Units. Fiscal exigendies have, left bureaus and research

units in an ever more marginal position within the larger unit schoql of educa-

tion. Increasingly left to fend for themselves in an RFP market, they have less

and less time, personnel and 'resources to devote to long-range inquiry ion'

I 24
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A

fuvlamental edticational pro\blems. As 4 result,, they have been largely dealt

out of the n'iajo lirsearch/KPU functions for which they we're intenc107`)
7t

22'

. Importance of the Study,-

The Study makes three main contributions to educational yesearch. First,
. \

it has inOased the fund of knowledge about R&D units of \bureaus housed in
to.,

schools, colla,ges and -departments of education, especially as that knowledge
.

.

relates to
,.

organizational arrangements which enhanc..- e, facilitate or inhibit pro-
.

cl(Uctiviiy. 1 Second, the study provided a tesKof the range .o applicability of
-1

theory -re sting to organizational contexts for such /sheltered units". AndII

third, the study, provided for a tesr bf the relatively new Luca\ methodology,

Which had not been utilized with a collection of case studies from education.

The third contribution is perhaps, the most important, since it syalidates a

new tool for researchers who. may need or wish to cope with bodies of material

already in existence which formerly would not have been amenable to aggrega-
.

tion. Now abler, to aggregate random and diverse case Studies under a set of

common conceptual rubrics, the researcher may utilize materials which were

'insightful but hetetofore 'unusable except for highly specific purposes.

One example of) rich ',case study Material which comes ,to mind is the

panding number of program evaluations. Even when the program's are the

ame, but in different locations throughout the cauntry_i_often evaluati4 efforts

do not produce ecomparable--and therefore meaningfulprogram-widel results;

.['he case study aggregation. method conducted as a form of evaluation audit or
meta-evaluation, can aid planners and program directors in draWing "together,

available researct systematically and [establishing] what...it is we already

'know', what it is we d ot know, and what it'is we suspect...so that, findings

will be cum lative" (Lucas, 1974b). The addition of such a methodological tool.
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to the repertgire of researchers greatly enhances the Q'rob bility that findings I -1

i \ , ____,
s
1

-

,will be significant. In atiiiition, it ensuf `'Willresearch costs 'M be
1

.ultimate-
: to

z

in_.
. vt

)1y -lowered-, since,. generation of ne( research
,
will Snot b". necess,itated in order

4 t `'
z,

1

., to produce cOmparable results. ,- 4
.

4
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